Tailor-made Harman Kardon® Sound for the Volvo V70, XC70
and XC60
Harman Kardon brings decades of experience and excellence in sound to the new partnership with
Volvo. Delivering a brilliant, perfect surround sound, carefully tailored for each model that sets new
standards in listening pleasure.
The Volvo models V70, XC70 and the new XC60 are Volvo’s diverse offerings in the SUV and station
wagon segments. While V70 and XC70 represent the traditional station wagon approach, the XC60
displays a new way of thinking in the SUV world, the Volvo way. Whether hauling family and luggage
or driving up the bumpy side of a mountain, Volvo owners are doing it in comfort and style. And they
want their sound systems to be a seamlessly integrated part of this world, which is where Harman
Kardon comes in. The engineers took the increased interior space of the V70/XC70 and XC60 ranges
into account and devised a system with up to 14 speakers perfectly located around the interior of the
SUV for a comfortable yet powerful sound experience.
The 650W Class-D amplifier creates a powerful rich sound with crystal clear highs and powerful, lowdistortion bass that remains reliably rich and consistently smooth even at the deepest of frequencies.
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2 x 165 mm ALumaprene woofers, rear doors

1 x 80 mm Alumaprene midrange center speaker
with vented magnet system and ferrofluid damping,
dashboard

1 5 x 25 mm cloth dome tweeters of

impregnated polyester, dashboard,
front and rear doors
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2 x 165 mm paper cone
long throw woofers with
extended low frequency,
front doors

2 x 80 mm ALumaprene midrange
speakers, front doors

5-channel Class-D amplifier with a total output of
650 watts, 130 watts each channel






5 or even 7 Class-D channels with 130W each ensure superior power reserves for a wide
dynamic range
Two optional 130 mm bandpass subwoofers in the luggage compartment make use of
additional body volume in an unobtrusive yet highly effective manner
The Harman Kardon sound system integrates neatly into the stylish interior of the V70, XC70
and XC60
Harman Kardon uses Dirac LiveTM phase linear FIR filters for a superior sound reproduction
over the entire frequency range

